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One Last LookEmmie and her mother are headed for the desert to help Grandmama Ola pack

up her life. Box by box, the pieces of Ola's past are neatly tucked away, and a collection of

memories is opened.As the end of their final visit draws closer, Emmie, Mama, and Ola come

to terms with the history they share. Each holds on to a separate truth -- a truth about life,

about death, and about themselves.

“Moving and unforgettable.” —School Library Journal“Beautifully written . . . a riveting reality

tale whose legacy, even now, is not finished.” —The New York Times Book ReviewAbout the

Author Virginia Hamilton (1934–2002) was the author of over forty books for children, young

adults, and their older allies. Throughout a career that spanned four decades, Hamilton earned

numerous accolades for her work, including nearly every major award available to writers of

youth literature. In 1974, M.C. Higgins, the Great earned Hamilton the National Book Award,

the Newbery Medal (which she was the first African-American author to receive), and the

Boston Globe–Horn Book Award, three of the field’s most prestigious awards. She received the

Hans Christian Andersen Award, the highest international recognition bestowed on a writer of

books for young readers, in 1992, and in 1995 became the first children’s book author to

receive a MacArthur Fellowship, or “Genius Award.” She was also the recipient of the Coretta

Scott King Award.From the Inside Flap"In 1854, Anthony Burns, a 20-year-old black man, was

put on trial in Boston under the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. Retelling the events of the trial,

which polarized the city, Hamilton shows the kind of political issue which brought the nation to

fever pitch in the decade before the Civil War. Hamilton's biography is actually a 'docudrama'

which centers on the often silent, mistreated, and humbled runaway slave. The insights

Hamilton gives into the personal side of slavery are moving and unforgettable."--(starred)

School Library Journal. "Does exactly what good biography for children ought to do: makes

them feel what it was like to be that person in those times."--(starred) Horn Book. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Publishers WeeklyThis riveting,

much lauded historical chronicle concerns a Virginia slave's aborted flight to freedom--and

subsequent trial; PW said, "This moving story becomes all the more scathing and rich for being

rooted in truth." All ages.Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.From the Back

CoverThe year is 1854. Anthony Burns, a Virginia slave, has escaped to Boston, but his

freedom is short-lived. According to the Fugitive Slave Act, a runaway can be captured in any

free state, and Burns is soon imprisoned.The antislavery forces in Massachusetts are

outraged. Abolitionist lawyer Richard Dana steps forward to defend Burns free of charge, and

the sensational trial brings massive riots and thousands of troops to the streets of Boston. At

the center of it all, haunted by memories of his life as a slave and praying that his defenders

will prevail, is Anthony Burns himself. This is the true story of his desperate fight for

freedom.Read more
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Praise forANGELA JOHNSON’SToning the Sweep:&f “Johnson’s spare, beautiful first novel—a

thematic extension of Tell Me a Story, Mama (1989) portrays a crucial turning point for African-

American women from three generations …. Johnson leaves much to understatement, trusting

readers to delve between the lines …. At the close, the laughter shared by these three and

their friends seems to linger in the dry, still air. Place this brave and wonderful piece of

storytelling with the best.”—Kirkus Reviews, pointed review&� “Full of subtle nuance, the novel is

overlaid with meaning about the connections of family and the power of friendship; memorable

scenes touch the heart and engage the imagination but never overpower this affecting story.”—

School Library Journal, starred review&� “The juxtapositions of past memories and the present in

this powerfully moving book are as fluid as a dancer’s movements. A celebratory dance of life,

reflecting the ending of childhood and the beginning of womanhood and selfhood, the story is

about African-American history, the pain of it … as well as the joy. With ingenuity and grace,

Johnson captures the innocence, the vulnerability, and the love of human interaction as well as

the melancholy, the self-discovery, and the introspection of adolescence.”—Booklist, starred

review&� “Johnson has avoided any hint of didacticism in this traditional rite of passage. Emmie’s

understanding, and even the dramatic incident of her grandfather’s death, are unfolded through

subtle action at a pace natural to the protagonist’s development. There are no long

explanations or sudden epiphanies, and Johnson trusts the reader to discover, as the

characters, how events of the past circle into the present … The character dynamics and

compression generate enough tension to give readers a sense of viewing a rich situation.”—

Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books, starred review“Johnson’s remarkable narrative uses

different perspectives much as a composer uses different voices; but what is perhaps the most

memorable is the skill with which the author moves between times past and times present

without sacrificing her main story line or diluting the emotional impact.”—The Horn Book

MagazineWinner of the 1994 Coretta Scott King AwardA School Library Journal Best Book of

1993A Booklist Editor’s Choice 1993

To my father,Arthur Johnson, Jr.,who told me about toning
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My grandmama Ola says that yellow is the first color she ever remembers seeing. It was just

there, she says. Her mama dressed her in yellow, and back in Alabama there were yellow

curtains in the kitchen. Their house sat between two willows. They were yellow in spring.When

Ola found out from the doctor that she was sick and wouldn’t get better, she says all she

thought about was how she’d miss the color yellow. She went home and cooked a pot of corn

on the cob and sliced up three lemons to eat.I write a letter to Ola after I find out she’s sick and

will have to come live with us.Dear Ola,I got sent home early today because I wouldn’t stand

up and say the Pledge of Allegiance. I really don’t know what pledging allegiance is and I

surely don’t know what doing it to a flag is all about. Anyway, the flag wasn’t even there. I think

it was sent away to be cleaned. We all looked so stupid standing there with our hands on our

hearts, looking at the clock. I couldn’t do it.Mama didn’t say much. Daddy just asked me when I

thought the flag would come back from the cleaners.I thought of you when he said that. I



started thinking about how much fun we’ll have when you get here. I’m sorry you’re sick.What

can I send you, Ola, to make you feel better? If there’s anything I can do …Peace and

Love,EmilyOla wrote me back.Emily,Come to the desert and smell the flowers.Ola

In 1964 Mama and Grandmama Ola left Alabama right after my grandfather’s funeral. Ola said

that was that Granddaddy would have wanted. She packed all their clothes up the day he died

—but only the clothes. She left the house and furniture for anybody who might want it.

Sparrow, The Season of Styx Malone

Katrina, “Cute book, great for class conversation. This is a short, but beautifully written story.

Anyone who has ever experienced a sudden or traumatic loss can find insight here.”

Cheryl Webb, “My reveiw. In my opinion Toning the Sweep was a good book. I think that Angela

Johnson did a good job on this book the only thing that I really didn't like was how Ola's

Husband died. The main Character's in the book is a young girl named Emily, and her mother

Diane. The supporting Character would be Ola who is her grandmother. Throughout the book

you can tell that Diane is jealous of the relationship that Emily and Ola have because she didn't

and never had a chance to have a special bond with Ola. Emily's Grandfather dies in the

beginning of the book but they don't tell you why until about the middle to the end of the book,

after the funeral Emily and her mother move to California. In the first couple of chapters Emily

and Diane Find out hat Ola has cancer then Emily and her mother then move to Cleveland to

take care of her grandmother. Then at the end of the book Emily and Diane move to Ohio so

they can spend the remaining time with Ola before she passes away.I personally liked this

book and I would recommend this book to someone that really gets along with his or her family

and that liked to read family value books.”

The book by Angela Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 30 people have provided feedback.
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